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Proportion,  
Balance, and Restraint

T he US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 37 drugs in 

2022, within the normal range for the past decade or so. This is quite 

impressive for the industry given continuing headwinds thrown off by 

COVID-19 working conditions, limiting both productivity and in-person 

site inspections. Twenty-three of these drugs are considered first in 

class, meaning they operate via a unique mechanism of action. Most of 

that group had some speeded-up approval process such as accelerated 

approval, as a breakthrough therapy, fast tracked, or as an orphan drug (1).

More than half of these new therapies were for patients with rare 

diseases or who have few or zero other treatment options, such as acid 

sphingomyelinase deficiency (an inherited disease that affects the body’s 

ability to metabolize fat), metastatic or unresectable uveal melanoma 

(a rare cancer that develops in a part of the eye called the uvea), and 

generalized pustular psoriasis (a rare, life-threatening skin disease). While 

psoriasis generally affects only approximately 3% of the population, 

with this pustular variant affecting only a tiny percentage of that, there 

is a moral imperative for the pharma industry to help those whom they 

can. From that viewpoint of looking after minorities, scientists, insurers, 

manufacturers, regulators, sales, and marketing teams can be said to be 

somewhat in balance. 

It is a similar story from the European Medicines Agency (EMA), 

approving a record 55 therapies including 21 medicines for rare diseases 

in 2022. Among those approved were a number of notable gene therapies 

for indications in cancer and haemophilia (2). Most readers see these 

headlines without giving much thought to the delicate balance required 

to incentivize research for subsets of the population; haemophilia, 

for example, might otherwise be left behind, except for the delicate 

negotiations required by all stakeholders to encourage scientists to 

persevere in deciphering intractable biological puzzles. 

Left alone, the so-called free market might tackle only financially 

obvious major disease conditions. The fact that this isn’t the case speaks 

well of the system, and I’d like to suggest a hidden benefit in what is 

learned. From generalized pustular psoriasis treatments, we may yet yield 

benefits for all psoriasis sufferers, or from that expensive gene treatment 

for haemophilia, we might uncover advances in gene treatments generally, 

or for some sickle cell related sequalae we are not even currently 

contemplating. The restraint to not target solely the major disease groups 

has provided good proportion and balance for our industry. 
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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Improving Gender Diversity

G ender equality and diversity is an issue that has been 

more prevalent in discussions and considerations 

across the professional landscape over recent years. For 

women, striving to reach the top positions in company 

boardrooms or even advancing up the career ladder can 

be a seemingly insurmountable task, with many prejudices 

and obstacles still causing problems.

As 11 February marked the passing of another annual observance of the 

United Nations’ International Day of Women and Girls in Science—which 

aims at promoting female participation in science, technology, engineering, 

and mathematics subjects and careers (1)—it seemed pertinent to review 

how the pharmaceutical industry stands up in the global scale of gender 

diversity in the upper corporate echelons. 

According to the 2021 Gender Diversity Index (a study of 668 companies, 

produced by the non-profit Brussels-based organization, European Women on 

Boards), the healthcare and pharma sector has a gender diversity index (GDI) 

value of 0.61. This value means the industry ranks third out of eight sectors 

that were specified by the analysts in the study and is an improvement from 

the 2020 ranking, when the sector only reached fifth and had a GDI of 0.56 (2).

The top three companies for the healthcare and pharma sector were GN 

Store Nord, a telecommunications and hearing instruments business based 

in Denmark; MorphoSys, a biopharmaceutical company from Germany; and 

AstraZeneca, a research-based biopharma company based in the United 

Kingdom. Of these three companies, only one (GN Store Nord) has a female 

CEO and none have women as chairs of the board (2). 

Sadly, progress in gender diversity at the top levels across all industry 

sectors has been slow going. As alluded to by Jane Kennedy, chief business 

officer of Discovery Park in Kent, UK, the difficulties within the science 

sectors not only lie in getting girls attracted to the subject matter to begin 

with but also in preventing women from quitting a science-based career 

once they have gotten through the door. This latter problem is particularly 

challenging when women realise there is a significant pay gap between 

them and their male counterparts (3).

Further change is needed! Diversity needs to improve with more speed 

than has been happening in recent times, not least of all to comply with new 

European Union rules (4) but also to ensure innovation and market growth 

can be unlocked—something that is possible through diverse leadership (5).
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Harmonizing Rules  
Governing SPCs  
for Medicinal Products
A new unified initiative for patent protection in the EU to boost  
the competitiveness of the pharma industry is nearing completion.

I n June 2019, it was announced that a targeted 

recalibration of certain aspects of patent 

and supplementary protection certificate (SPC) 

protection aimed at boosting the competitiveness 

of regulated industries such as the pharmaceutical 

industry would commence under the auspice of the 

European Union’s (EU’s) Single Market Strategy (1). 

While the European Commission (EC) believes 

that overall, the current legislation on SPCs is fit-

for-purpose, its fragmentation has been noted 

as an issue that needs to be addressed. To this 

end, the commission believes that the creation 

of a unified SPC grant procedure and a unitary 

SPC would not only strengthen the single market 

for pharmaceuticals, but also align SPCs more 

harmoniously with the EU’s twin objectives of 

achieving digital and green transition (2). Against 

this background, the EC closed a call for evidence 

on proposals to introduce a single procedure 

for granting SPCs across the EU in April 2022, to 

prepare an impact assessment and any necessary 

legislation. This initiative is aimed at amending the 

EU’s founding legislation on SPCs for medicinal 

products (Regulation (EC) No 469/2009) formulated 

in June 2009 (3).

Supplementary protection certificates
An SPC is a “European Intellectual Property (IP) right 

granted on a national basis that provides protection 

for a patented active ingredient or combination of 

active ingredients of an authorized medicine or plant 

protection product after expiry of the patent … and is 

intended to compensate delays in gaining regulatory 

approval and the resulting curtailment of the duration 

of effective protection under the patent” (4).

SPCs form a critical component of the European 

IP rights framework and have played a critical role 

in the development of innovative medicines for 

European Patents. European SPCs can extend the 

term of a medicinal or plant protection patent by 

up to five years, with the possibility of a further 

extension period of six months, dependant on 

circumstances (5). SPCs are designed to ‘compensate’ 

a patent owner to a degree, for some of the patent 

term that is effectively lost during the clinical trials 

and approval process and are available as European 

patents granted by the European Patent Office (EPO), 

or as national rights that need to be applied for via the 

national patent office of each member state where 

at least one suitable patent extension is sought (6). 

Once an SPC expires, innovative medicines lose their 

exclusivity period and become generic.

An SPC may be based on any patent 

which protects:

• the active ingredient(s) of the authorized 

medicinal or plant product

• a method of producing the active ingredient(s)

• an application of the active ingredient(s)

• a preparation containing the active 

ingredient(s), a condition which is more 

applicable to plant protection products.

To qualify for an SPC, the patent must be in force 

in the country where the SPC is sought at the time 

the SPC application is made. The scope of SPC 

protection is limited to the product for which a 

marketing authorization (MA) has been granted.

Rationale for change
On 25 Nov. 2020, the EC published its new IP action 

plan, in which, one of the key objectives was to 

improve the protection of IP rights by modernizing 

existing systems or reducing the complexity of 

existing legislation (7). The findings of the document 

subsequently decried the fragmented nature of the 

regulatory framework governing SPCs that, according 

to the commission, “translates into inefficiencies and 
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European Regulatory Watch

a lack of transparency and predictability, which hampers 

innovators and generic producers, and eventually 

harms patients” (8).

As such, the commission is proposing legislative 

changes to set up a centralized SPC system that could 

encompass a ‘unitary’ SPC to extend the protection 

of unitary patents; a unified procedure for granting a 

bundle of SPCs covering multiple territories (equivalent 

to a European Patent); or a combination of the two (9). 

However, it is unclear which option maybe pursued.

Inefficiencies of the current system
While the conditions for obtaining SPCs are governed by 

the same regulations (EC) No. 469/2009 (for medicinal 

products) and (EC) No. 1610/96 (for plant protection 

products) in all EU countries, in practice, the application 

of these regulations often differs, thereby leading to 

disparities among the different member states. For 

example, this variance may be in relation to the granting 

of procedures, the length of the examination period, the 

SPC expiry date, and/or the outcome of the examination 

which may also differ from one country to another (10). 

To illustrate, an SPC application was refused for the 

combination Zetia (ezetimibe) plus Lipitor (atorvastatin) 

in France, whereas an SPC was granted for the same 

combination in Belgium (10). 

Disparities also exist between member states in 

relation to health products that are based on innovative 

technologies, such as medical devices. For example, 

patent offices in Denmark, France, Italy, Poland, 

Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom (UK) consider 

medical devices as products that do not fall within the 

jurisdiction of SPC Regulation, whereas in Germany 

and the Netherlands, SPCs have been granted for such 

products (11). Furthermore, the question as to whether 

third-party observations are considered also differs from 

one member state to another (11). For example, French 

Law does not allow third-party observations for SPC 

applications, whereas the same is permitted by patent 

offices in the UK, Germany, and Denmark. With these 

disparities in mind, it is thought that a unitary SPC would 

simplify the existing system and ensure consistency 

between all member states of the EU.

Unified Patent Court
The impetus for this initiative is the approaching opening 

of the Unified Patent Court (UPC), scheduled for 1 April 

2023, which will offer patent protection in up to 25 EU 

member states and which will allow for the granting of 

a unitary European patent in the participating countries. 

The new UPC will have exclusive jurisdiction over 

unitary patents and all European patents designated 

to participating EU member states, unless these have 

been opted out of its jurisdiction (12). Unitary patents 

will provide patent protection through a single request 

to the European Patent Office (EPO) and will build on 

European patents granted by the EPO under the rules of 

the European Patent Convention. 

Proposed new system
Although details of how a new system would operate are 

yet to be determined, the EC has suggested one option 

comprising a ‘virtual’ examining office, made up of SPC 

examiners from national patent offices of member states, 

designed to perform the functions of a regional office (5). 

Another possibility is for the ‘virtual’ body to perform 

the functions of an international organization like the 

EPO, or as an EU agency such as the European Union 

Intellectual Property Office, which currently only deals 

with trademarks and designs but not patents or SPCs (9). 

The ‘call for evidence’ study conducted by the EC in 

April 2022 does not recommend substantive amendments 

to the legislation. Rather, it acknowledges that a more 

streamlined process for granting SPCs should rationalize 

diverging practices and decisions, thereby providing 

greater commercial certainty for manufacturers of 

medicinal products.
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how pharmaceutical companies develop vaccines. 

Some of these organizations have turned to a new 

vaccination modality via the use of messenger 

ribonucleic acid (mRNA), according to Patrick 

Erbacher, chief scientific officer at Polyplus.

“The speed of development and the capacity for 

large-scale production make mRNA a vaccine strategy 

of choice. Combined with a lipid delivery system  

(lipid nanoparticles), this vaccine strategy has 

been shown to be effective with an easy and safe 

application through intramuscular injection,” says 

Erbacher. “To support this new area of development, 

[Polyplus has] have been working on a platform of 

tailored plasmids for production of mRNA or viral 

vectors, as well as transfection reagents that  

improve titer and quality and lower cost.”

In addition, the pharmaceutical industry has seen the 

new drug development timeline of vaccines reduced 

from several years to several months, remarks Park 

Eonyoung, lead scientist in the mRNA-based research 

team at Samsung Biologics.

“Pharmaceutical companies found that potential 

that vaccine development timelines can be reduced 

by several years and accelerated the development 

of new modalities like mRNA with advanced 

technologies including AI [artificial intelligence]-based 

approaches,” says Eonyoung. 

S  ince the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

pharmaceutical organizations have experienced 

major changes, a prime example of which has been 

the rising requirement for collaborations on multiple 

different fronts across the industry. In some cases, 

companies have turned to doubling down on building 

more digital capabilities to enable virtual connectivity 

with healthcare professionals and patients rather than 

focusing on restructuring business units (1).

Many of the bio/pharma innovations that have 

been driven by the pandemic look like they are long 

term, with a particular emphasis on vaccines that are 

being developed at the highest quality and astonishing 

production speeds. The future of vaccine development 

and the acceleration of novel delivery methods for these 

innovative therapies will be the most effective only if the 

industry manages to stay abreast of the rapid changes 

in technology. Some efficient tactics that will be brought 

into focus include improving manufacturing processes 

for quick vaccine delivery, reducing the need for multiple 

doses of a vaccine through boosting body immune 

response, and bettering transportation and storage of 

vaccines to reduce waste and improve access (2).

Preparation and cohesion is a must
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to many changes and 

shifts in the pharmaceutical industry, specifically with 

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to many changes and shifts in the  
pharmaceutical industry, specifically with how pharmaceutical companies develop vaccines.

Combatting Future Viral  
Threats with Vaccine Advances

Jill Murphy
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and less stability to the industry, but 

are still being pursued by scientists.

“Although it is difficult to develop, 

scientists are pursuing a nasal vaccine 

because respiratory viruses are found 

and infect cells in the respiratory tract 

including the nose, throat, and lungs,” 

Eonyoung says. “If a vaccine can 

create a localized immune response 

like the nasal cavity, it will have the 

advantage of capturing the virus 

before it gets into our body preventing 

transmission and spread of disease.”

The future of  
vaccine development
Some of the major focuses for the  

future of vaccine development include 

lowering cost solutions, applying 

the same resources to every other 

disease programme, developing 

universal vaccines, and ensuring 

access on a global standpoint.

Sauer is hopeful for what is to come 

due to the amount of effort is being 

made to design and build specialized 

manufacturing programmes for 

vaccines that could be applied to future 

and existing health issues. 

For Pohl, increased stability and 

simplified application should be  

given full attention to eliminate the 

need for a cold chain and enable  

self-administration without the  

need for injection and staying 

affordable. Further, she mentions 

how manufacturing processes  

should be improved to enable more 

rapid production of high-quality,  

high-purity vaccines.

“Given the complexity of modern 

vaccines and their potential application 

to millions of people, a wide range of 

complementary established and novel 

analytical technologies that can be 

leverage across the full development  

cycle should be pursued to reduce 

risk, optimize efficacy, and decrease 

development timelines,” says Pohl.
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“These fast phases of the 

development of drugs and the 

need for preparation against future 

pandemic situations provide a 

positive impact on the investment of 

pharmaceutical companies.”

Even with the positives seen 

through the recent changes, there 

are some, like Marc Sauer, chief 

scientific officer at BIOVECTRA, who 

feel that applying parallel efforts 

from the COVID-19 vaccine creation 

to other vaccines would be a major 

benefit and lead to a sequential, 

development approach. 

“Conducting manufacturing,  

clinical activities, and a rolling 

regulatory review in parallel comes 

with increased risk and requires a lot 

more funding than ‘the traditional’ 

way of doing development,” says 

Sauer. “We have certainly seen what 

is possible when economic pressures 

drive drug development.”

Tech transfer and CDMOs
Another area that has changed since 

the COVID-19 pandemic is the use of 

technology transfer and how it has 

impacted contract development and 

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs). 

As an example, Kerstin Pohl, senior 

manager of Gene Therapy and 

Nucleic Acid at SCIEX, shared how 

the expectations of CDMOs have 

increased due to the pandemic, which 

has led to biopharma and pharma 

customers needing more accelerated 

timelines for new products.

“CDMO partners must therefore 

deploy advanced technologies for 

manufacturing and analytics, including 

digital and automated solutions, as well 

as apply a quality-by-design approach 

that ensures the development of 

optimal processes that can be 

industrialized to be robust, efficient, 

cost-effective and deliver high-quality, 

high-purity products,” says Pohl.

Sauer shared that established 

processes are being outsourced  

to CDMOs by pharma companies  

to create capacity for new  

modalities internally. 

“New modalities like mRNA, for  

example, also drive increased tech 

transfer activities as only a few 

companies have the scale and 

existing quality system in place 

to manufacture under GMP [good 

manufacturing practice] right now,” 

says Sauer. “CDMOs are certainly not 

immune to the financial pressures 

the global community has seen, and 

development programmes require a 

lot more flexibility to pivot today than 

pre-COVID, due to increased pressure 

on portfolios and the ability to raise 

money in the market.”

Delivering new modalities
On top of mRNA being used as a  

new vaccination modality, there 

has been a greater interest in non-

viral delivery methods for mRNA in 

comparison to DNA to develop new 

vaccines, according to Erbacher. He 

explained how the delivery of mRNA 

occurs in the cytoplasm where the 

DNA needs to be transported into the 

nucleus of cells, which remains the 

bottleneck in DNA delivery.

“[MessengerRNA] vaccines 

seem to be appropriate to develop 

prophylactic vaccine especially 

against viral infections. However, 

mRNA suffers from its fragility and 

the encoding expression is very 

short,” says Erbacher. “In some cases,  

and particularly for anti-tumoural 

vaccines, it is expected to extend the 

expression duration to elicit more 

cellular immune response. Still, DNA 

vaccines may represent a solution for 

extended gene expression.”

Different technologies
Recently, technologies like inhaled 

vaccines and pill-versions of 

immunizations have been discussed 

as possible solutions for issues like 

storage and routes of administration 

for improving immune response. 

Erbacher says that improving the 

formulation stability of both mRNA 

and LNPs through these options 

can help avoid freezing storage and 

increase the targeting and antigen 

presentation to the dendritic cells in 

the human body. However, Eonyoung 

stated that these types of vaccines 

continue to bring many challenges 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/life-sciences/our-insights/a-new-operating-model-for-pharma-how-the-pandemic-has-influenced-priorities
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/life-sciences/our-insights/a-new-operating-model-for-pharma-how-the-pandemic-has-influenced-priorities
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/life-sciences/our-insights/a-new-operating-model-for-pharma-how-the-pandemic-has-influenced-priorities
https://www.abpi.org.uk/value-and-access/vaccines/the-future-of-vaccines/
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are also limited, often creating 

delays that such ill patients cannot 

generally afford. Facilities that offer 

cell therapy are limited as well, and 

as a result, patients must travel 

to them, adding to the burden 

placed on them and their families. 

Furthermore, the cost of gene-

modified cell therapies is high.

An IQVIA survey (3), notes Gregory 

Frost, chairman and CEO of EXUMA 

Biotech, revealed that the patient’s 

health status, cost to patient, and 

geographic distance for the patient 

to travel were the top three reasons 

why community oncologists do not 

refer patients for CAR-T therapy. 

Allogeneic limitations
Allogenic cell therapies offer 

compelling benefits relative to 

autologous CAR T-cell treatments 

for certain indications. As off-the-

shelf products, they are available 

immediately, eliminating the logistics 

complexities that add time and cost 

to autologous therapies. They also 

do not suffer from the variability 

associated with patient-derived cells. 

Avoiding the natural immune 

response to foreign CAR-T cells 

has, however, proven much more 

challenging than past industry 

hurdles such as the advancement 

from mouse antibodies to human 

antibodies, according to Frost. 

“Although many different strategies 

are being explored, the only 

clinically validated solutions to this 

challenge to date has been sustained 

immunosuppressive treatment 

regimens to eliminate the body’s 

T and NK cell function, thereby 

increasing the risk of opportunistic 

infections without transplant-ward-

level care,” he says. Generally as a 

result, the time that must be spent in 

the specialized care setting is often 

extended and introduces additional 

burdens for patients and their families 

T here is no doubt that chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) 

T-cell therapies have had a tremendous positive impact 

on patients that have received them; however, autologous cell 

therapies produced in centralized manufacturing facilities have 

inherent limitations that inhibit widespread availability and access. 

Allogeneic, or off-the-shelf versions, are one potential solution, but 

developers of these therapies must overcome different challenges, 

such as graft-versus-host disease, the potential for introduction of 

chromosomal abnormalities, ensuring successful gene editing of all 

donor cells, and problems with T-cell exhaustion (1).

Another option is to produce autologous therapies at the point 

of care (POC) (2). Companies such as Miltenyi Biotech, Lonza, 

SQZ Biotech, Orgenesis, and Ori Biotech have developed or 

are commercializing closed, automated cell- and gene-therapy 

production platforms with small footprints that can be installed 

at hospitals and institutions for good manufacturing practice 

(GMP) production of CAR T-cell therapies onsite. There are various 

university hospitals around the world exploring the potential of these 

systems. Orgenesis and aCGT Vector are establishing networks of 

POC sites leveraging their own production technologies. 

A third approach being explored by several companies eliminates 

the need for gene editing of immune cells outside the body altogether. 

These solutions involve in vivo generation of CAR cells. This approach 

also has its challenges, but offers the potential to combine some of 

the benefits of both autologous and allogeneic cell therapies. 

Autologous issues
Autologous cell therapies today require collection of immune cells 

from the patient that are then shipped to a central manufacturing 

facility. Most patients are extremely ill and have endured multiple 

previous therapies, leading to variability in the starting material 

and the potential for manufacturing failures. Production slots 
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Technology for  
In Vivo CAR T-cell  
Therapy Advances
In vivo CAR-T gene therapies could overcome the  
challenges faced by autologous and allogeneic treatments.

Allogenic cell therapies 
offer compelling benefits 
relative to autologous 
CAR T-cell treatments for 
certain indications. 
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that do not live near one of these 

specialized facilities. 

Expanding access with  
in vivo CAR therapies
In vivo CAR therapies have the 

potential to offer the benefits of both 

autologous and allogeneic therapies. 

“The most apparent advantage that 

in vivo CAR therapy could provide 

over autologous or allogeneic cellular 

therapy is to capture the durability 

benefits of autologous cell therapy 

with the reduced cost and complexity 

of an off-the-shelf product,” 

contends Frost.

If other safety parameters can be 

maintained clinically, Frost explains a 

CAR therapy that delivers a cost-of-

goods-per-patient-treated on par with 

biologics may change the efficacy 

bar from 30–50% durable complete 

responses to a 30+% improvement 

in progression-free survival or 

overall survival, a particularly 

relevant goal for indications in 

solid tumours. “Moreover,” he 

adds, “lymphodepletion may not 

be necessary for in vivo therapies, 

thereby potentially expanding the 

setting of care beyond tertiary care 

centres with intensive-care units 

and extending CAR therapy into 

indications not previously addressed 

(e.g., autoimmune disease) due to an 

unfavourable benefit-to-risk ratio.” 

Furthermore, as a true off-the-shelf 

option, in vivo CAR therapy products 

are unburdened by the complex 

logistics for cryopreservation of a 

cellular drug product. 

Overall, in vivo CAR therapy “may 

address the significant concerns 

associated with autologous and 

allogenic gene-modified cell therapies 

and thus function to expand patient 

access to CAR therapy by making it 

safer, potentially more efficacious, 

less financially toxic, and available in 

settings more convenient to patients 

and their families,” Frost comments. 

It is also worth noting that in 

addition to the reduced cost and 

complexity of therapy and the 

potential to expand to a wider array 

of care settings, in vivo CAR/T-cell 

receptor (TCR) therapies reduce 

the complexity of cell processing 

validation, according to Frost. “While 

the product is the process,” he 

observes, “the in vivo approach does 

not require the associated costs and 

time to develop an optimized and 

validated manufacturing cell process, 

which can introduce new challenges 

in comparability assessment with 

subsequent process changes.” 

Frost also points out that 

enhancements and minor 

modifications to the transduction 

program encoded in the vector can 

easily be made, allowing for iterative 

evaluation preclinically and potentially 

clinically. “The versatility of the 

technology is anticipated to extend 

the technology broadly into academia 

and small and large biotechnology 

companies, which could result 

in the accelerated discovery and 

development of transformative 

therapies at substantially reduced 

costs,” he concludes.

In vivo technical challenges
Of course, in vivo gene-modified 

cell therapies face their own set of 

technical challenges. A key issue, 

according to Frost, is the inability to 

perform preparative lymphodepletion 

of the patient prior to the infusion of 

the engineered cells. This procedure 

removes other immune cells that 

would otherwise compete with 

the CAR cells for growth factors 

and other nutrients, reducing 

their chances to survive, expand, 

and exhibit antitumour function. 

“Lymphodepletion is not a viable 

option for in vivo CAR therapy since it 

would kill off the very cells targeted 

for in vivo engineering. As such, any 

in vivo approach will need a means 

for ensuring robust proliferation and 

survival in an environment that is 

rife with competition for the same 

nutrients,” Frost says. 

It is also essential that the vehicle 

delivering the genetic material for 

reengineering of the target immune 

cells is highly selective for the right 

cells. “Whether the vehicle is a viral 

vector or lipid nanoparticle (LNP), it 

must target delivery to the specific 

cell type to be re-engineered (e.g., 

T cell, natural killer cell) in order 

to prevent any unintended gene 

modification,” comments Frost. 

Viral and non-viral  
in vivo approaches
Viral vectors and lipid nanoparticles 

represent two different approaches 

being explored for in vivo engineering. 

Nonviral approaches typically involve 

LNPs encapsulating nucleic acids, while 

viral approaches are generally based 

on the same retroviral vectors used in 

current ex vivo cellular therapies.

Non-viral approaches, notes Frost, 

have the possible advantage of a 

more defined regulatory pathway 

based on the recent approvals of the 

COVID-19 vaccines. Non-integrating 

approaches may, however, not 

provide a sustained clinical response 

given that CAR transcripts become 

diluted (and eventually lost) as the 

cells divide, he observes. 

Such therapies would likely require 

persistent retreatment in the absence 

of a clinical response, especially for 

the treatment of solid tumours, which 

require a prolonged T-cell response. 

“Integrating vectors, such as lentiviral 

(LV) vectors, may offer the benefit 

of stably integrating into the host-

cell genome to allow for a sustained 

response with a single dose,” says 

Frost. As such, he anticipates further 

investigations into the tropism of viral 

approaches to reduce the risks of 

adverse events associated with non-

target cell integration. 

Several technologies  
in development
The level of investment in in vivo 

gene-modified cell therapies suggests 

that this new approach truly does 

have real potential. Several startups 

It is also essential that  
the vehicle delivering  
the genetic material  
for reengineering of  
the target immune  
cells is highly selective 
for the right cells.
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vectors combined with exogenous, 

high-avidity adapter proteins (in the 

form of virus-like particles) to achieve 

delivery to defined biomarkers on 

specific cells or tissues of DNA 

encoding various genes and regulators, 

allowing local production of potent 

drugs with reduced risk of systemic 

toxicities (5,6). The company was 

established in August 2022 to 

commercialize technology developed 

in the laboratory of Andreas Plückthun, 

PhD at the University of Zürich (7).

Ensoma, launched in February 

2021, is also leveraging adenoviral 

vectors (8). Ensoma’s Engenious 

vectors are devoid of any viral 

genome, thus minimizing the chance 

of an immune response and freeing 

up to 35 kilobases of DNA packaging 

capacity to deliver a diverse range of 

genome modification technologies. 

The vectors can be used in vivo 

to engineer haematopoietic 

stem cells as well as erythroid, 

lymphoid (e.g., T cells, B cells), 

and myeloid (e.g., macrophages, 

have been established in the past few 

years with strong financial backing. 

EXUMA Biotech’s in vivo CAR/TCR 

therapy platform, GCAR, comprises 

a lentivector with a CD3- targeting/

activation element on its surface to 

target T cells and provide them with 

their initial proliferation stimulus. 

The genetic payload within the LV 

encodes for either a CAR or TCR, 

as well as EXUMA’s intracellular 

“DRIVER” signaling domain. Once 

integrated and expressed by T 

cells, DRIVER signaling and initial 

CD3 activation causes robust in 

vivo proliferation with persistence 

and antitumour activity in a 

lymphoreplete environment occurring 

from continued antigen engagement, 

according to Frost.

“Our proprietary LV design 

elements address the challenges 

faced by in vivo CAR therapy, as 

the DRIVER allows for proliferation 

and persistence in the midst of 

competing cells, and the CD3-

targeting moiety directs the 

lentivector to T cells,” Frost states. 

In preclinical animal models, EXUMA 

has confirmed enhanced tropism 

to T cells, circulating CAR-positive 

cells, and a potent, dose-dependent 

elimination of target cells upon in vivo 

lentivector administration. 

Umoja Biopharma has developed 

its VivoVec surface-engineered LV 

vector-based off-the-shelf viral-

vector particles for the generation of 

CAR-T cells in vivo (4). The particles 

include rapamycin-activated cytokine 

receptors (RACRs) designed to 

selectively provide costimulatory 

molecules to CAR-T cells in the 

presence of rapamycin. Preclinical 

study results indicate the particle 

design demonstrates enhanced T-cell 

binding and activation both in vitro 

and in vivo, as well as generation 

of large numbers of CAR-T cells, 

thus enabling enhanced antitumour 

activity at lower doses.

Vector BioPharma’s Shielded, 

Retargeted Adenovirus (SHREAD) 

platform uses engineered adenoviral 
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microglia) cell types with precision. 

The company has entered into a 

strategic collaboration with Takeda 

Pharmaceutical Company (9).

Capstan Therapeutics, which was 

co-founded by Carl June, one of the 

original innovators in the autologous 

CAR T-cell-therapy space, and 

launched in September 2022 (10), is 

using mRNA technology to generate 

CAR-T cells in vivo. In one example, 

they injected CD-5 targeted mRNA-

LNPs to reduce fibrosis and restore 

cardiac function in a mouse model of 

heart disease (11).

Interius BioTherapeutics is 

commercializing technology 

developed by Saar Gill at the 

University of Pennsylvania (12). 

The company is initially focused 

on treating haematologic 

malignancies using an in vivo CAR 

treatment, but hopes to expand 

to applications beyond immuno-

oncology that address diseases not 

amenable to current gene-therapy 

modalities. It has provided minimal 

information about the specific 

technology involved.

Sana Biotechnology has several 

in vivo gene-modified cell therapies 

at the preclinical development 

stage. SG295 is an in vivo CAR T with 

CD8-targeted fusogen delivery of a 

CD19-targeted CAR for treatment 

of patients with B cell malignancies 

and for which the company expects 

to file an investigational new drug 

application (IND) in 2023 (13). SG418 

is a haematopoietic stem cell-

targeted fusosome with the ability 

to deliver gene-editing material in 

vivo to repair genetic abnormalities 

such as those that cause sickle cell 

disease and beta-thalassemia. Sana 

hopes to demonstrate preclinical 

proof of concept in 2023.   

Gene therapy  
provides a potential 
regulatory roadmap
Although in vivo gene-modified cell 

therapies constitute a novel drug 

class, they are related to direct gene 

therapies, several of which have 

received regulatory approval in the 

United States, European Union, and 

other countries around the world. 

These gene-therapy approvals, 

according to Frost, provide a helpful 

roadmap for regulatory evaluation of 

in vivo CAR therapies. “While each 

product and platform has its own 

unique considerations that must be 

addressed for a specific indication, 

the FDA [US Food and Drug 

Administration] has also published 

numerous guidance documents 

regarding gene therapy that are 

helpful to sponsors developing in 

vivo gene therapies,” he says.

As is the case with recent 

regulatory reviews of retroviral 

gene vectors in cells other than T 

lymphocytes, Frost expects that 

regulators will expect developers of 

in vivo therapies based on retroviral 

vectors to demonstrate that those 

vectors are indeed transducing 

the target cell type (e.g., T cells) 

and not other cell types, such 

as haematopoietic stem cells or 

gametes. In this context, he notes 

that significant consideration must be 

given to the tropism of the delivery 

vehicle, whether viral or non-viral.

Clinical candidates 
anticipated in  
the next few years
Given the growing number of 

companies developing in vivo CAR 

therapies using many different 

approaches, Frost anticipates 

candidates entering clinical trials 

within the next several years. The 

data gathered during those trials will 

serve to better refine the science. 

“With the advances that will be 

achieved and the growing body of 

evidence that will be generated as 

a result of these studies, it can be 

expected that the overall industry 

will become more comfortable with 

in vivo gene therapy, ultimately 

facilitating the progression of other 

products to the clinic and eventually 

the market. The widespread use 

and breadth of enhancements to 

monoclonal antibodies, which were 

first discovered in 1975 and first 

approved in 1986, is suggestive of the 

potential for in vivo CAR therapy. With 

today’s technology and know-how, the 

innovation cycle for this technology 

is expected to be dramatically 

accelerated,” he concludes.
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Patient centricity an 
important driver in  
topical development
One of the challenges with topical 

ophthalmic drugs is ensuring patient 

compliance. Topical drugs are easy 

for patients to apply themselves, but 

there is no way to ensure that patients 

do so at the proper frequency, 

according to Berdy. 

“Studies have shown that patients 

don’t generally take medicines 

more than twice per day, so it can 

be difficult to get them to apply 

ophthalmic drugs as often as needed 

in some cases. In addition, refill rates 

for many basic drugs are well below 

50%. There is no way to guarantee 

medication adherence, which requires 

that patients buy/order, pickup, and 

then take their prescriptions. Whether 

the reason may be price, pain, or 

forgetfulness, compliance is a big 

challenge with self-administered 

treatments,” Berdy explains.

For this reason, Berdy notes that 

physicians often prefer intraocular 

injectable drugs that can be 

administered in the office. With 

these medications, proper dosing is 

assured. In many cases, he adds that 

the injectable treatment schedule 

may be every three months to one 

year, and patients don’t need to worry 

about refilling prescriptions on a 

monthly basis for a prolonged period. 

Furthermore, there is no worry of 

accidental harm to the ocular surface 

while patients apply topical solutions.

Given the benefits and concerns 

associated with topicals, it is not 

surprising that much research 

has focused on developing topical 

ophthalmic drug products that are 

easier to use, more comfortable, and 

specifically reduce the frequency 

of administration. Such efforts 

include developing sustained/

extended release and increasing 

the bioavailability of the active drug 

substances in formulations.

Natural barriers create 
delivery challenges 
Frequent dosing requirements for 

topical ophthalmic drugs can be 

D   rug delivery to the human eye is a rapidly growing area in 

the pharmaceutical industry, but it is also one of the most 

challenging. The inherent structure and physiology of the eye 

make it difficult for drugs to reach the site of action and persist 

over time. Despite these constraints, ocular therapies continue to 

garner significant interest due to growing patient need, according 

to Ashley Rezak, Global Market Manager for Topical Drug Delivery at 

Lubrizol Life Science Health (LLS Health). Drug product developers 

are actively seeking options for overcoming these barriers and 

effectively delivering ophthalmic drugs.

Ocular injectable products in particular are experiencing  

strong growth with the development of gene and other  

advanced therapies. Even so, topicals (mostly liquids including 

solutions and suspensions, but also semi-solids) remain the most 

prominent dosage form for ophthalmic commercialized products 

and those in development, says Dr. Robert Lee, President of LLS 

Health’s CDMO Division. 

Topicals are appealing due to their ease of administration, non-

invasive nature, and ability to be administered at the site of action, 

all of which make them attractive to treat eye diseases such as 

conjunctivitis, glaucoma, and dry eye, among many others. The big 

challenge is delivery, according to Gregg J. Berdy, MD, voluntary 

associate professor of clinical ophthalmology in the Department of 

Ophthalmology at Washington University School of Medicine and a 

physician with Ophthalmology Associates of St. Louis, Missouri. 

Formulations must be stable and homogeneous and designed 

such that when a drop leaves the medication container and hits 

the surface of the eye, it has the appropriate concentration of API 

and can reach the intended target within the eye—the surface, 

the anterior segment tissues (cornea, aqueous humour, iris, ciliary 

body, and lens), or the posterior segment tissues (vitreous humour, 

retina, and choroid)—providing the correct dosage.

Cynthia A. Challener, 
PhD has been a freelance 

technical writer for over 

20 years and contributes 

regularly to BioPharm 

International and 

Pharmaceutical Technology 

Europe.

Aiming for Improved 
Efficacy and Patient 
Compliance for  
Topical Ophthalmics
Topical eye treatments can be beneficial for patients with a  
growing array of eye diseases, but only if taken appropriately.
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Development

attributed to the fact that typically 

only approximately 5% of the of the 

administered drug substance in a 

standard eye drop is absorbed at  

the site of action, according to  

Rezak. There are several reasons 

why this issue exists. Primarily, 

she observes, it is due to the tricky 

path a drug must take to effectively 

penetrate the target tissue.

In addition, the average eye drop 

is 40–50 μL, whereas the tear film 

capacity of the eye is only 7 μL, and 

the eye can only hold about 20–25 μL, 

according to Berdy. This situation 

results in a large waste of product 

and presents a significant delivery 

limitation, Rezak notes. Furthermore, 

the little liquid that does remain is 

subjected to innate solution drainage 

and blinking, making it difficult to keep 

a topical drug product in place long 

enough to be absorbed. 

Given that there are significant 

protective barriers and mechanisms 

on the ocular surface and achieving 

relevant drug concentrations 

in various parts of the eye is so 

challenging, it is crucial to understand 

the pharmacokinetics of any topical 

ophthalmic drug (1). Part of this 

knowledge must include the ability 

to correlate data generated in animal 

models—often rabbits because 

of anatomical and physiological 

similarities—to humans (2).

As a result, some suggest that 

successful topical ophthalmic drugs 

for the treatment of diseases of the 

anterior and posterior segments 

of the eye must be highly potent 

and administered only to the eye, 

avoiding delivery of the topical dose to 

systemic circulation (1). 

“Without incorporating differentiated 

ingredients or technologies that help 

overcome these challenges, frequent 

administration of the drug product 

is required to maintain an effective 

drug level,” says Rezak. “In addition 

to decreased patient compliance due 

to the added inconvenience of more 

frequent administrations, toxicity and 

overdosing can become an issue, as 

can the increased cost if dealing with 

an expensive API,” she continues.

Early products focus  
on outer eye conditions
Most topical ophthalmic drugs are 

formulated as liquids delivered as 

drops to the eye. These drugs generally 

treat issues involving the eye surface 

or anterior segment tissues, including 

both acute problems (conjunctivitis, 

keratitis, iritis) and chronic conditions 

(dry eye syndrome, glaucoma).  

Eye drops have also been  

formulated to treat surface abrasions 

and infections and to prevent swelling 

of the retina following surgery, 

according to Berdy. The most common 

use of eye drops today, he observes, 

is for the treatment of glaucoma. 

These treatments take many forms, 

but all must reach the cornea and 

penetrate into the anterior chamber 

to be effective. 

The first topical treatment for 

presbyopia (age-related hardening  

of the lens) was approved in 2021  

(3), and several other candidates  

are in development. These drugs 

function by modulating the size of  

the pupil or changing the thickness  

of the optical lens. There are also 

several new treatments for dry  

eye disease currently advancing 

through the clinic (4).

Bioadhesion one way to 
widen topical applications 
Despite the challenges to treating 

diseases at the back of the eye with 

topical drugs, there are several 

candidates in development for the 

treatment of ocular posterior segment 

diseases including age-related macular 

degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, 

diabetic macular edema, retinal vein 

occlusion, and optic neuropathy 

glaucoma disease (1).

“The back of the eye is regarded 

as one of the most difficult areas 

to effectively treat. Compared to 

the anterior portion, the posterior 

segment generally cannot be accessed 

via a topical route due to the natural 

impermeability of the eye exterior 

and the distance a drug would have to 

travel to reach the site of action, which 

is usually the retina. However, the 

industry is making great strides in the 

area of exploring topicals to treat both 

anterior and posterior diseases of the 

eye,” Lee contends. 

The best way to enhance drug 

delivery of ocular topicals, Lee 

continues, is by prolonging a drug’s 

residence time on the surface of the 

eye. “For eye drops, the key is thus 

muco- or bioadhesion,” he states.

Bioadhesion is commonly defined as 

the adherence between two surfaces, 

at least one of which is biological. 

In the case of topical ophthalmic 

delivery, the surface of the liquid drug 

product and the front of the eye are 

the relevant interfaces, Lee explains. 

Bioadhesion can be introduced in a 

formulation via a variety of ingredients 

and delivery systems.

There are some drug product 

developers working on advanced 

delivery systems to instil bioadhesive 

properties, such as those utilizing 

solid-lipid nanoparticles, micelles,  

and liposomes, according to Lee. 

“Some of these approaches are  

very promising, and it is exciting to  

see so much innovation in the 

ophthalmic space,” he says. 

Both small-molecule drugs and 

biologics can feasibly be delivered 

using these systems, Lee adds. He 

does note, however, that the specific 

active ingredient must be evaluated in 

the given system to assess suitability, 

and biologics are often much more 

challenging to deliver topically due to 

their large molecule size. 

With respect to successful 

bioadhesive solutions, Rezak stresses 

that one of the most effective 

and well-established methods to 

impart muco- or bioadhesion to 

a formulation is through strategic 

excipient selection. “There are 

many polymers a formulator 

could select for establishing 

bioadhesion in a formulation, such as 

carbomers, carboxymethylcellulose, 

polycarbophil, and sodium alginate, to 

name a few,” she comments.

LLS Health provides muco- and 

bio-adhesive excipients designed 

to increase the effectiveness of 

Contin. on page 30
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and hygiene has become fundamental in the work-
place and in modern life. Pharmaceutical, medical 
device, and other regulated industry personnel are 
trained on handwashing. Reminders encouraging 

repeated handwashing are posted throughout work facili-
ties. Reference procedures are available in compendia, from 
regulatory agencies, and from professional organizations. 
Electronics are used to monitor handwashing and disin-
fectant compliance in hospitals. Numerous YouTube vid-
eos demonstrate actual handwashing performance. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has greatly increased public awareness 
of handwashing and hand disinfection (1–9).

While repeated and frequent handwashings are obviously 
desirable, more relevant are concerns about handwashing 
efficacy (i.e., the effectiveness of handwashing to remove 
contamination). Skin surfaces, handwashing methods, and 
physical force influence handwashing efficacy. Personal at-
titudes toward handwashing are another consideration; how 
serious is the handwashing effort by the individual? Much 
of handwashing information only emphasizes time, such 
as wash for 30 seconds or while singing “Happy Birthday.” 
Handwashing that is minimal, superficial, or careless will 
likely be ineffective.

The following discussion describes experiences with adult 
handwashing utilizing a fluorescence testing method. This 
method has been successfully used in handwashing training 
for many years (10–12). Specific handwashing problem areas 
on hands are identified. Washing techniques to address 
problem areas are proposed; these may be easily incorpo-
rated into established handwashing procedures to supple-
ment ongoing practices. Related topics including ancillary 
tools, contamination sources, and handwashing retraining 
are also addressed. If people have a more thorough under-
standing of handwashing problem areas and focused tech-
niques are applied to individual practices, enhanced hand 
hygiene efficacy will occur.

Content herein expands a previous discussion on hand-
washing techniques (13).
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Supplementary 
Handwashing Techniques 
to Improve Hand Hygiene

A fluorescence test method was used to visually 
evaluate handwashing efficacy. Difficult-to-
clean areas on skin such as skin folds and 
webbing between fingers were identified; 
specific washing techniques to address problem 
areas are proposed. These techniques can be 
incorporated into established procedures to 
enhance handwashing methods. If personnel 
become aware of problem handwashing 
areas and learn techniques to address them, 
handwashing efficacy will improve. Content 
described represents more than 2000 actual 
observations of adult handwashing in multiple 
environments over an extended timeframe.

Paul L. Pluta, Bradley D. Bartels, and Varanya Chaiyaperm
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Experimental
More than 2000 adults including post-graduate pharmacy stu-
dents, pharma industry manufacturing personnel, and hospital 
workers participated in handwashing fluorescence testing as 
part of hand hygiene training. This activity was conducted over 
an extended timeframe in respective university and workplace 
environments. Participants were instructed regarding hand-
washing methods immediately before actual handwashing, 
including identification of potential difficult-to-clean areas; 
handwashing performance was thus expected to be successful. 
Most participants also had science education, and some had 
prior industry or hospital handwashing training. Participants 
fully understood the test protocol and were confident of their 
handwashing competency prior to actual handwashing.

Handwashing fluorescence test procedure. The handwashing 
fluorescence test enabled evaluation of hand washing efficacy 
through visual observation of fluorescent residue. In brief, a 
solution containing fluorescent indicator was applied to hands; 
hands were washed; washed hands were then observed under 
ultraviolet (UV) light. Steps were as follows:

1. Both hands of the participants were treated with commer-
cial product containing a fluorescent indicator by either 
spraying (14) or application of lotion (15). Indicator was 
rubbed into hands in all subjects; some participants also 
distributed indicator on wrists, arms, and elbows.

2. Participants donned a rubber glove on one hand. This 
hand served as positive control as well as to demonstrate 
indicator distribution over the washing surface.

3. Participants were instructed to wash hands as appropri-
ate for their workplace function (sterile and non-sterile 
compounding, and pharma non-sterile manufacturing).

4. Gloved and ungloved hands were then washed, rinsed, 
and dried using an air dryer or paper towels.

5. Gloves were removed. Both hands were observed 
using UV light in a darkened room. Comparison 
of the washed hand to the gloved (unwashed) hand 
demonstrated relative improvement of hand cleanli-
ness through washing. Areas where purple, fluorescent 
residue on the washed hand was observed indicated inad-
equate handwashing.

Peer-Review Research

Figure 1. Representative problem areas after handwashing. Note knuckle skin folds, dorsal fingers, thumb web, 
palms, ventral fingers, and callouses.
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Figure 1: Representative problem areas after handwashing. 
Note, knuckle skin folds, dorsal fingers, thumb web, palms, ventral fingers, and callouses. 
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6. Participants washed fluorescent residue from previously 
gloved hand.

7. Consideration for religious practices such as restricted 
skin exposure during handwashing performance were 
implemented in the above procedure.

Results and discussion
The f luorescence test was successful in clearly demon-
strating inadequate handwashing to participants. Visible 
fluorescence enabled participants to see problem areas and 
judge the effectiveness of their handwashing effort. A wide 
range of handwashing performance among participants 
was observed. Comparison of washed and unwashed hands 
demonstrated definite reduction in residual fluorescence. A 
small proportion of participants had excellent handwashing 
with essentially no fluorescent residue. Most participants 
demonstrated improved hand hygiene but had specific skin-
area deficiencies. Many participants had substantial hand-
washing failures; more than half of participants required a 
second handwashing to remove residue, and some required 
three or four re-washings.

Most notable results from fluorescence testing were the iden-
tification of areas with recurring significant residue levels. For 
example, the web between the thumb and index finger had 
obvious residue in essentially all participants; participants who 
did not wash using a “fist” hand orientation demonstrated flu-
orescent residue within knuckle skin folds. See Figure 1.

Handwashing problem areas and proposed washing techniques. 
Different areas of the hand have different surfaces, skin 
folds, callouses, scars, and other skin imperfections that 
require specialized effort to remove contamination. Super-
ficial washing of the palms of hands will not clean problem 
areas. Several areas on hands consistently had high levels 
of f luorescent residue. Some areas were difficult to clean; 
others were generally overlooked during washing. A sum-
mary of problem areas is presented in Figure 2. Handwashing 
techniques to address problem areas are proposed. These 
techniques may be incorporated into established procedures 
to improve handwashing effectiveness. Participants must 

“know their hands” and wash accordingly to accomplish 
effective handwashing.

Palms. Palms have the greatest level of contamination on the 
hand. Palms have direct contact with contaminants. When 
items are held, palms and backs of fingers become contami-
nated. Person-to-person handshaking transfers contamination. 
Palms require the most rigorous handwashing—the rougher 
the skin in the palms, the more effort required to clean. Cal-
louses on palms absorb contamination that is difficult to re-
move; scars and other skin imperfections may hinder washing. 
Natural crevices in the palms retain contamination and require 
vigorous scrubbing to be cleaned.

Palms are a natural and logical first step in the handwash-
ing process and include the tops of hands and beyond the 
wrists. Healthcare workers must wash to the elbows. Palms 
are always contaminated; palm washing must be vigorous, 
intense, and with friction, and not just gentle rinsing without 
robust pressure.

Fingertips. Fingertips under nails, cuticles, and area around 
nails are difficult to clean. Fluorescence was frequently ob-
served on fingertips under the nails. Nails should be clipped 
short to minimize under-nail contamination. Healthcare 
workers must not wear nail polish, artificial nails, or nail 
extensions that may harbor contamination.

Fingertips are cleaned by first removing visible debris un-
derneath fingernails. Additional soap is then added to the 
palm. Fingertips are joined, and the joined tips are washed 
with circular rotation and robust pressure in the centre of 
the palm. See Figure 3.

Skin folds—knuckles, wrists, elbows. Skin-fold locations are diffi-
cult to clean. Knuckles have the most prominent skin folds. All 
knuckles at joints must be addressed; fingers have three knuck-
les and thumbs have two knuckles. Fingers must be clenched 
into a fist to eliminate skin folds. When fists were not formed 
for washing, residue remains within skin folds and glowed with 
fluorescence during evaluation. Wrists and elbows must also 
be consciously stretched to eliminate skin folds.

Figure 2. Handwashing general problem areas.
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Knuckles and other skin folds are washed by minimizing 
skin folds and washing stretched skin areas in palms. A fist is 
formed, and the knuckles are washed in the palms with rota-
tion and pressure in the same manner as the fingertips. Wrist 
and elbow skin folds are similarly addressed; hands are bent 
upward to stretch wrist skinfolds; arms are bent upward to 
stretch elbow skinfolds. See Figures 4 and 5.

Webs. Webs or interdigital skin are the skin areas between 
fingers and between index finger and thumb. Fingers must be 
stretched apart to adequately clean interdigital skin. Essentially 
every participant did not adequately wash between index finger 
and thumb; this is a routinely overlooked area in handwashing.

Webs between fingers are washed by using fingers of one 
hand intermingled between fingers on the other hand. Webs 
also have skin folds. Stretch fingers apart when washing to 
minimize skin folds. Stretch the index finger and thumb to 
minimize skin folds. See Figure 6.

Fingers and thumb. Fingers comprise the entire shaft of the 
finger from the fingertip to the palm.  The back and sides of 

the fingers are contaminated similarly to the palms. Sides and 
backs of the fingers are problem areas that almost always dis-
play fluorescent residue. Healthcare workers should not wear 
rings, bracelets, watches, or other jewellery that may interfere 
with handwashing. If flat rings must be worn, care must be 
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Figure 3.  Fingertip Washing 
Join finger tips.  Wash finger tips and nails 
in palm of hand with pressure and 
rotation. 

Figure 4.  Knuckle Washing 
Form fist.  Wash expanded skin folds as 
fisted knuckles in palm of hand with 
pressure and rotation. 
 

Figure 3. Fingertip washing. Join finger tips. Wash fingertips 
and nails in palm of hand with pressure and rotation.
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Figure 3.  Fingertip Washing 
Join finger tips.  Wash finger tips and nails 
in palm of hand with pressure and 
rotation. 

Figure 4.  Knuckle Washing 
Form fist.  Wash expanded skin folds as 
fisted knuckles in palm of hand with 
pressure and rotation. 
 

Figure 4. Knuckle washing. Form fist. Wash expanded 
skin folds as fisted knuckles in palm of hand with 
pressure and rotation.
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Figure 6.  Web Washing 
Wash interdigit skin between fingers and between 
index finger and thumb.  Stretch fingers and 
thumbs to minimize skin folds.  

Figure 5.  Wrist and Elbow Washing 
Bend wrist upward to eliminate skin folds.  Wash wrists 
in palm of hand. 
Bend arm upward to eliminate skin folds.  Wash elbow 
in palm of hand. 

Figure 5. Wrist and elbow washing. Bend wrist upward to 
eliminate skin folds. Wash wrists in palm of hand.
Bend arm upward to eliminate skin folds. Wash elbow in 
palm of hand.
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Figure 6.  Web Washing 
Wash interdigit skin between fingers and between 
index finger and thumb.  Stretch fingers and 
thumbs to minimize skin folds.  

Figure 5.  Wrist and Elbow Washing 
Bend wrist upward to eliminate skin folds.  Wash wrists 
in palm of hand. 
Bend arm upward to eliminate skin folds.  Wash elbow 
in palm of hand. 

Figure 6. Web washing. Wash interdigit skin between 
fingers and between index finger and thumb. Stretch 
fingers and thumbs to minimize skin folds. 
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taken to move rings and wash ring-covered surfaces on fingers. 
Participants frequently did not wash the thumbs; the thumb is 
also an overlooked area in handwashing.

Fingers and thumbs are washed by making a loose fist with 
one hand. Insert each finger of the other hand into the fist. 
Rotate each finger shaft within the fist with rigorous pressure 
for washing. Wash thumb in the same manner; rotate with 
pressure within the fist. This technique washes top, sides, and 
back of fingers and thumb. See Figure 7.

Rinsing. After handwashing is completed, hands are rinsed 
under clean running water. The water rinsing should start at 
the fingertips with the hands and arms in raised positions to 
allow the rinse water to drain down to elbows and away from 

the cleaned hands. The hands and arms are completely dried 
with low-lint disposable towels or wipes. The use of hand air 
dryers is not recommended in healthcare facilities with con-
trolled environments. Some sites recommend hand sanitization 
immediately following handwashing.

Associated topics
Handwashing policies. Site practices related to handwashing must 
be specified, documented, and appropriate for individual appli-
cations. United States Pharmacopeia (USP) <797> guidance (16) 
states handwashing requirements for sterile compounding 
areas. This document addresses fingernails, jewelry, cosmetics, 
and related topics. Ancillary cleaning tools such as disposable 
nail cleaners should be described in site policy or standard op-
erating procedure (SOP). Hand hygiene policies should be de-
veloped for workplace areas based on risk. Related site policies 
such as dedicated clothing, shoes, and related topics must be 
consistent with handwashing policies.

Handwashing ancillary tools. Handwashing ancillary tools are 
devices to aid in the hand hygiene process. Disposable nail 
cleaners should be available for use prior to handwashing. Use 
of scrub brushes for hand cleaning is not recommended by USP 
<797>; fluorescence testing after brushing palms indicated reten-
tion of residue in scrubbed areas perhaps due to surface abrasion  
(Figure 8). Hand drying with air dryers in hospital cleanroom 
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Figure 7.  Finger and Thumb Washing 
Wash fingers and thumbs by inserting digit into fist and rotating 
to wash entire digit shaft.  Stretch fingers and thumb to eliminate 
web skin folds. 

Figure 7. Finger and thumb washing. Wash fingers and 
thumbs by inserting digit into fist and rotating to wash 
entire digit shaft. Stretch fingers and thumb to eliminate 
web skin folds.
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Figure 8: Representative fluorescent residue after hand brushing, 
residue on palm is broad and diffuse compared to control before brushing. 

 
 
 

Figure 8. Representative fluorescent residue after 
hand brushing, residue on palm is broad and diffuse 
compared to control before brushing.
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environments is also not recommended by USP <797>; air dry-
ers are known to generate particulate.

Electronic monitoring systems. Several commercial devices to 
monitor personnel routine hand hygiene are available (17,18). 
Small electronic devices are worn on the individual. A timing 
function reminds the worker to rewash or sanitize hands at 
programmed intervals. After completion, the device records 
performance. Files can then be downloaded to evaluate per-
sonnel compliance.

Post-handwashing contamination. After washing is completed, 
care must be taken to minimize inadvertent re-contamination 
of cleaned hands. Washing stations, faucets, handles, and doors 
in cleanroom facilities may have electronics or engineering to 
enable foot, arm, or elbow control. Drying towels may be used 
to close faucets and open doors to prevent touching possible 
contaminated surfaces. Handling contaminated or parti-
cle-generating materials in non-sterile manufacturing facil-
ities should be segregated; removal of secondary packaging, 
pre-cleaning, and other activities to minimize contamination 
should be implemented. Frequent sanitizing of surfaces with 
70% isopropyl alcohol or other disinfectant is recommended. 
Cleaning and sanitization beyond handwashing must be com-
prehensive to minimize hand re-contamination.

Handwashing retraining. Handwashing training must be re-
peated or periodically verified to remind employees of pro-
cedure subtleties as well as enforce the general site culture 
regarding cleanliness. Sites identify retraining frequencies on 
many different procedures; handwashing and hand sanitiza-
tion training must also require retraining.

Hand sanitization. Hand sanitization has been recom-
mended as an alternative to handwashing when soap and 
water are not available, or handwashing is disruptive to the 
work function. Sanitization with commercial sanitizer or 
with isopropyl alcohol spray at frequent intervals during 
the workday may also be specified. Handwashing techniques 
described above are likewise applicable to hand sanitization. 
Effective hand sanitization requires the application of sani-
tizer to all hand surfaces and especially to problem areas as 
were identified for handwashing.

Hand microbiome testing. Hand microbiome testing  
demonstrates levels and diversity of natural microbial 
contamination on hands. Participants touch fingertips 
or palms to sterile agar plates and plates are incubated for  
several days. After incubation, plates will demonstrate a vari-
ety of microbial contamination. This testing may be instruc-
tive to supplement handwashing training if participants in 
training have not been previously exposed to human micro-
biome concepts (8).

Summary
This discussion has addressed considerations associated with 
effectiveness of hand hygiene. Much of the current handwash-
ing training and supportive information encourages repetitive 
handwashing with emphasis on handwashing time but with 
little attention to handwashing efficacy.

Great differences in handwashing effectiveness were 
clearly observed through use of a f luorescent residue test 
method. Some individual handwashings were reasonably 
successful; others were dismal failures. Reasons for differ-
ences were varied; some lacked attention to detail while 
other hands were difficult to clean due to roughness, cal-
louses, and skin indentations; some skin areas were simply 
overlooked. Handwashing should be performed based on 
individual knowledge of personal hand characteristics—
the rougher the hand surface, the greater the intensity and 
time required for handwashing.  Hand areas likely to retain 
contamination including fingertips, skin folds at knuckles, 
between fingers, and wrists; palms and backs of fingers, 
and other specific areas were identified as problem areas. 
Knowledge of problem areas on hands and techniques to 
address these areas should help to make handwashing pro-
cesses more effective.

Recommendations
The following are recommendations for handwashing prac-
tices in pharma and related healthcare organizations. Hand 
hygiene practices must be appropriate for work situations 
based on risk and consequences of contamination.

Handwashing training with fluorescence testing. Fluorescence 
testing is an effective method to visually demonstrate hand-
washing efficacy and identify problem handwashing areas. 
Fluorescence testing should be included in site training ses-
sions. Depending on the backgrounds of personnel being 
trained and tested, performance of a hand microbiome test 
to demonstrate the natural presence of microbes on the skin 
should also be available.

Handwashing procedures. Site policies and SOPs related to 
handwashing must be clear and specific. Handwashing pro-
cedures should emphasize the following:

• Handwashing should be individualized; each person’s 
hands are different.

• Handwashing problem areas that require additional ef-
fort in washing should be identified.

• Proposed handwashing techniques addressing problem 
areas should be incorporated into established procedures.

• Sufficient force and friction in handwashing is critical.
Handwashing retraining. Handwashing retraining includ-

ing fluorescence testing should be implemented at periodic 
intervals. Chosen intervals should be commensurate with 
quality risks associated with personnel work functions.

Re-contamination. Potential re-contamination risks such as 
doorknobs and faucet handles should be eliminated in high-
risk areas. Site practices on related contamination practices 
(e.g., dedicated clothing, shoes, material handling) must be 
consistent with handwashing practices.

Hand sanitization. Policies and procedures addressing 
hand sanitization should utilize handwashing practices to  
thoroughly distribute hand sanitizer onto hands including 
problem areas. Skin areas overlooked in handwashing are 
likely overlooked in hand sanitization.
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strategic marketing for Sonoco 

ThermoSafe. “This leaves a significant 

burden on manufacturers of today’s 

cell-based products to distribute  

their products reliably. Unknowns 

cause doubt, uncertainty, and risk—

and these are not friendly ingredients 

in a discipline that strives for repetition 

and predictability.”

“There are already a lot of 

capabilities in place—experienced 

cold-chain couriers, state-of-the-art 

insulated containers, the ability to 

track and monitor with reliable, cost-

effective sensors—so it’s more about 

pulling the right mix of the elements 

together in the most strategic and 

effective way to maximize visibility and 

minimize the risk,” says Bermudez.

Cold chain planning and execution 

“… continues to be impacted by not 

only the pandemic but by other  

factors, such as air cargo capacity 

being down, instability related to 

inflation, the Russia/Ukraine conflict, 

and more, but despite it all, you still 

have patients depending on what 

you’re delivering,” notes Rob Coyle, 

senior vice president, healthcare 

strategy, Kuehne+Nagel. As such, 

he says that stakeholders handling 

high-end CGT products “need to be 

really honest about the risks and plan 

for them ahead of time. Developing 

a robust backup plan (and having all 

parties agree to it) ahead of time allows 

for seamless pivot and rapid response 

should any delay arise en route.”

For many routes, it makes sense to 

use passive shipping containers, as 

they require no power infrastructure, 

have a more favourable carbon 

footprint, and can often provide a 

lower-cost option if appropriate. 

“With careful planning, we’re often 

able to replace active shippers with 

passive units by leveraging existing 

infrastructure, ongoing advances in 

T   he coordinated steps required to safeguard biologic medications, 

vaccines, and personalized cell and gene therapies (CGTs) from 

the moment they begin the journey from origin to destination are 

notoriously complex. Many best practices and lessons learned have 

emerged in recent years as pharma/life sciences companies, along with 

their third-party logistics partners and vendors that supply specialized 

packaging and monitoring solutions, have all weathered the COVID-19 

pandemic together and continued to support ongoing growth in the 

pipeline of therapeutic products that must be continuously maintained 

at refrigerated, frozen, or ultra-frozen temperatures.

There is no room for failure if any of these high-value—and 

increasingly one-of-a-kind—therapy options are allowed to experience 

temperature excursions. “Especially when it comes to autologous CGT 

products, the need to track the shipment from the donor patient to 

the processing center (laboratory or manufacturing location) and back 

to the patient is of paramount importance,” says John Bermudez, vice 

president, product marketing, TraceLink.

“What really complicates CGT shipping in particular is that these 

high-stakes shipments must be customized for smaller-sized, highly 

individualized parcels,” notes Shea Vincent, senior marketing director 

of BioLife Solutions. “With some of today’s gene therapies priced at 

$1 [€0.93], $2 [€1.87], or even $3 [€2.80] million, failure is not an option 

during distribution.”

Room for improvement
While the industry has learned a lot during the steep and fast learning 

curve imposed by the pandemic, and many of the lessons learned are 

now routinely being applied to optimize the shipment of both larger-

volume biologic products and vaccines and smaller-volume CGTs, “the 

reality is that the tactical implementation of these specialized supply 

chains for CGT products has yet to be fully established on an industry-

wide scale,” says Vivian Berni, director of product management and 

Suzanne Shelley
is a contributing editor to 

Pharmaceutical Technology 

Europe.
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There is no room for 
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—therapy options are 
allowed to experience 
temperature excursions.
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insulation materials, phase-change 

materials (PCM), and container 

designs, using advanced GPS and 

other monitoring devices to ensure 

continuous access to real-time 

location, temperature, and other 

data,” adds Scott Ohanesian, senior 

vice president, commercial operations, 

QuickStat, a Kuehne+Nagel company.

“Those handling temperature-

sensitive pharma products and 

biologics have experienced a lot of 

frustration over the past few years 

due to strategic shortages and supply-

chain issues related to dry ice, liquid 

nitrogen, and the types of specialized 

packaging that is needed,” says 

Vincent. “Fortunately, newer materials 

such as advanced insulation materials 

and PCMs that continue to come to 

market are setting up the industry for 

a better, more reliable future.” 

PCMs are engineered materials—

based on paraffins, fatty acids, 

alcohols, hydrated salts, and 

more—that are conditioned to 

the refrigerated or frozen setpoint 

temperature at the outset and placed 

inside the specialized transportation 

container. They are able to store 

and release energy (undergoing a 

change in phase as they are warmed 

and cooled) as needed to maintain 

the critical setpoint temperatures 

inside the passive thermal containers 

throughout the trip. Meanwhile, to 

ensure dock-to-dock shipping integrity, 

Vincent says it’s important “to develop 

a backup plan and to ensure that 

all stops on the trip have sufficient 

ultra-low-temperature (ULT) storage 

capacity, or the ability to access more 

dry ice or recondition the PCM.” She 

notes that the planning gets more 

complicated when the customer will 

be shipping product by the pallet but 

then dividing the pallet to repackage 

smaller volumes to ultimately reach 

many different destinations.

Technology advances
“The Holy Grail for the pharma cold 

chain is ‘how do I get perfect service 

at a more economical price?’” says 

Dan Gagnon, vice president of 

global strategy for UPS Healthcare. 

Economies of scale and tighter overall 

integration can help to coax out some 

unnecessary expenditures.

A particular challenge is that the 

end-to-end distribution of biologics 

often requires handoffs among multiple 

partners using disparate systems, and 

this creates unnecessary complexity. 

“Today, existing tools can be used to 

reliably track individual shipments, 

but the challenge is that it has to be 

coordinated with actual patients and 

the labs that process the cells,” notes 

Bermudez. “The ability to closely 

coordinate all handoffs improves 

visibility and gives timely alerts when a 

shipment has gone out of temperature 

range or needs intervention.” 

In other cases, pharma/life sciences 

stakeholders producing biologics and 

CGT products enlist multiple vendors 

and partners to create complex 

end-to-end distribution routes. 

“Stakeholders should choose partners 

who take a consultative approach,” 

says Amy DuRoss, president, cell and 

gene therapies, CSafe Global. “They can 

help to identify the challenges ahead 

of time and address them effectively 

when they do arise.”

In recent years, UPS Healthcare “has 

made its mission to streamline and 

integrate the pharma cold chain as 

much as possible, bringing as much of 

the end-to-end capabilities—in terms 

of storage capacity, ocean, ground, 

and airline networks—in house as 

possible to maximize quality and 

visibility,” says Gagnon. “Any time you 

can remove a handoff between two 

parties it dramatically reduces the risk 

of excursion, and our singular, unified 

system uses the same systems and 

similar training for all personnel, which 

provides a complete end-to-end cold 

chain under one roof.”

In November, UPS Healthcare 

acquired global healthcare logistics 

provider Bomi Group, helping to expand 

its footprint across Europe and Latin 

America. UPS Healthcare customers 

now have access to 216 facilities 

with 17 million square feet of current 

good manufacturing practice and 

good distribution practice-compliant 

healthcare distribution space in 37 

countries and territories.

“Scientific advances are always 

ahead of the regulatory frameworks, 

so logistics providers need to work 

closely with regulatory authorities 

when it comes to CGT distribution,” 

notes Ohanesian. For example, delays 

in Customs vary from country to 

country and can chip away at the 

limited window for which packages 

transporting biologics and CGT 

products is guaranteed to remain at 

its setpoint temperature. “Customers 

often make a packaging choice and get 

locked in, so they don’t really consider 

qualifying newer packaging options—

we see that a lot,” adds Coyle. 

For instance, Ohanesian says, “If 

your quality team has already qualified 

a particular technology that can 

ensure the setpoint temperature is 

maintained for three days, but there 

exists an option that can maintain it 

for eight days, you need to consider 

making the switch.”

“One of the challenges associated 

with competing technology options 

is that you need to keep investing in 

new technology, but you can’t just 

get distracted by every shiny new 

technology solution,” adds Gagnon. 

“You have to critically evaluate which 

technology advances will bring 

significant value to customers and 

focus on which offerings are likely to 

still be around in the years to come.” 

Despite ongoing innovation in supply 

chain traceability, real-time tracking, 

and enhanced visibility, DuRoss 

says, “we urgently need solutions 

that simplify and standardize CGT 

operations so that this field can scale. 

High complexity often translates 

A particular challenge 
is that the end-to-end 
distribution of biologics 
often requires handoffs 
among multiple partners 
using disparate systems.

In other cases, pharma/
life sciences stakeholders 
... enlist multiple vendors 
and partners to create 
complex end-to-end 
distribution routes.
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early with all of your partners—

don’t wait.”

Choose partner with global reach. 

“You can’t adequately support CGT 

patients worldwide when you have 

cold chain service centres in just a 

few locations—for instance, you can’t 

support and service the distributed 

global CGT infrastructure if you operate 

just a few locations in North America 

and Europe,” says DuRoss.

Clinical and  
commercial teamwork
“More than ever, these two teams—

which formerly functioned largely 

independently of one another—are 

working hand-in-glove from the earliest 

phases of drug development, and 

that’s the way it should be,” says Coyle. 

“We’re still in the infancy of the era of 

high-end biopharma and personalized 

medicine, and while we’re already 

learned so much, there’s still so much 

more room for ongoing improvement 

to minimize the risk of product damage 

and ensure patient access to these 

high-value, lifesaving therapies,” says 

Coyle. As the pharma/life sciences 

pipeline of biologic therapies, vaccines, 

state-of-the-art CGTs, and other gene 

therapies continues to grow, so does 

the need to push for ongoing innovation 

in the technologies and practices 

needed to safeguard them during 

shipping and storage. PTE

to higher-than-necessary costs, 

which results in fewer patients being 

treated.” To achieve mass adoption 

within the CGT space, “we need to 

both industrialize and personalize in 

parallel,” she continues.

Best practices 
Ensure quality and data integrity. 

“Having a comprehensive commitment 

to quality is a winning strategy and 

putting the systems in place now can 

save you a lot of headaches later,” says 

Gagnon. Meanwhile, in all partnerships, 

specific elements (such as hardware, 

software, service, and more) must 

go through consistent qualification 

and validation processes and be 

demonstrated as suitable for use in the 

regulated environment, notes Emanuel 

Schäpper, head of global business 

management for ELPRO. Coyle adds, 

“If you don’t have detailed standard 

operating procedures (SOP) and  

quality systems in place, and enforce 

that each of your partners implement 

them, too, it will open you up to human 

and process error.”

Invest in offerings that make 

sense. “Not all technology, tracking 

devices, and packaging options 

work across all networks, locations, 

or applications,” adds Berni. 

“Understanding the constraints 

of each option helps all parties to 

manage expectations and set things 

up for success.”

Leverage recent developments. 

“In response to the COVID pandemic, 

we developed a passive parcel ULT 

shipper that can transport and store 

mRNA [messenger RNA] vaccines 

at a range of -60 °C to -90 °C for up 

to 30 days, and it has been used to 

reliably ship COVID-19 vaccines to 

180 countries,” says DuRoss of CSafe 

Global. “We must leverage all of the 

global COVID-19 learnings and solutions 

to enable scaleup in CGT.”

Strive for  
continuous improvement 
When it comes to container designs, 

insulation, and PCM materials, 

monitoring, and control systems and 

versatile cloud-based solutions to 

enable greater visibility, stakeholders 

should keep up with ongoing advances 

and be willing to embrace best-in-

class solutions, rather than becoming 

locked into a particular solution. “The 

entire chain is only as strong as its 

weakest link,” says Schäpper.

Choose monitoring and 

tracking devices carefully. “From 

the perspective of a suitable 

monitoring solution, care must be 

taken to ensure that the operability 

of monitoring devices [is] user-

friendly and easy to understand, 

especially in the case of extensive, 

global distribution networks,” says 

Schäpper. “The operating elements 

must be clear, and the display must 

provide unambiguous information 

about the status of the product or the 

measurement parameters.”

Engage logistics partners and  
vendors as early as possible
“The more we can get critical 

information earlier in the product 

lifecycle, the better we can design 

systems to optimize each of the 

steps. This has been one of the 

biggest learnings in recent years,” 

says Coyle. Similarly, Berni adds, 

“Involving packaging providers and 

logistics partners in the discussions 

early on enables a more cohesive 

overall strategy. I cannot emphasize 

this enough; start the conversation 

For more on cold chain requirements in manufacturing and supply chain, 
read these articles on PharmTech.com:

• Tracking Technologies Guard Vaccine Cold Chain 
www.PharmTech.com/view/tracking-technologies-safeguard- 
vaccine-cold-chain

• Breaking the Cold Chain for Vaccines 
www.PharmTech.com/view/breaking-the-cold-chain-for-vaccines

• Sustainable Shippers for Ultra-Cold Conditions 
www.PharmTech.com/view/sustainable-shippers-for- 
ultra-cold-conditions

• Cold Comfort for Bio/Pharma 
www.PharmTech.com/view/cold-comfort-for-bio-pharma

• Building a Greener Supply Chain:  
Key Considerations for Cold Chain 
www.PharmTech.com/view/building-a-greener-supply-chain-key-
considerations-for-cold-chain

More on Cold Chain
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approximately 200,000 patients, 

Italy the second largest market with 

approximately 65,000 patients, the UK 

[United Kingdom] with approximately 

22,000 patients, Denmark with 

approximately 10,000 patients, the 

Netherlands approximately 9000 and 

smaller markets like Portugal, Czechia, 

Switzerland, to name a few. Only in 

the last two years has the European 

market started to transition from 

flower APIs to medicinal extracts which 

conform more to the medical and 

pharmaceutical standards. Most of the 

market is magistral prepared cannabis 

extract APIs, but advancements and 

normal course of development is 

showing the first signs of finished 

medicinal products.

Demand drives development
PTE: Will cannabis-based 

pharmaceuticals become more 

prominent in the future in your opinion? 

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

With the advent of extracted and 

formulated [cannabis-based] APIs and 

finished products, Europe has entered 

the true pharmaceutical space. There 

are already examples of pharmaceutical 

products like Dronabinol, Epidiolex, 

and Sativex, which have undergone 

clinical trials commensurate to standard 

pharmaceutical products. But there 

is also the herbal medicinal market, 

which is a global US $150 billion (€139 

billion) market (5), that cannabis has 

entered with plant-derived extracts. The 

herbal extract market will be the largest 

explosion in growth for EU cannabis 

over the next few years and long run. 

And there is the OTC [over the counter] 

market or adult use that is also being 

explored in Europe and is already a 

US $35 billion (€33 billion) global OTC/

recreational cannabis market today (6). 

Cannabis has a place in all three 

pharmaceutical pillars for clinical trial 

products, herbal extracts, and OTC. 

Demand by patients is driving the 

early entrepreneurs to develop the 

infrastructure needed to support the 

growing European market. The trend in 

Europe for cannabis is largely skewed 

to a safer and better way to relieve pain 

and has an average age of 50-years-old. 

A   cross Europe, a variety of cannabis or cannabinoid-based products 

used in pharmacotherapy are mainly indicated for the treatment 

of chronic pain, nausea, and vomiting as a result of chemotherapy (1). 

However, up until the time of writing, there has only been one cannabinoid-

based pharmaceutical product (Epidyolex/Epidiolex, Jazz Pharmaceuticals) 

that has been granted approval by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) 

under the centralized procedure—meaning it can be marketed throughout 

the entire European Union (EU) (1,2). 

As the cannabis pharmaceutical market is expanding around the world, 

with some forecasters projecting a compound annual growth rate of 

18.6% between 2022 and 2027 for the global market (3), Pharmaceutical 

Technology Europe spoke with Michael Sassano, CEO at SOMAÍ 

Pharmaceuticals—a next-generation biotech company—to learn more 

about the European market and how pharmaceutical applications will 

shape up in the future.  

At the forefront
PTE: Could you provide an overview of the European medical cannabis 

market and the role of pharmaceutical applications within this sector?

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): Europe is at the forefront of 

medical and pharmaceutical cannabis. While the US [United States] and 

Canada paved the way for regional closed border recreational cannabis, 

Europe created a global cannabis market by regulating cannabis as a 

pharmaceutical API and adopting international standards of medicine 

EU-GMP [EU-good manufacturing practice] certification. By following the 

European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.), EU cannabis producers that conform 

to pharmaceutical GMP requirements can cross borders with cannabis 

so that doctors and patients can obtain a prescription for a multitude of 

indications like epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, and pain to name a few. 

The EU market is small compared to the US market, because it 

started around 2017 and currently has roughly 350,000 patients in a 

few defined countries (4). Germany is the largest consumer market with 

Felicity Thomas

Advantageous 
Positioning for Europe in 
Pharmaceutical Cannabis 
The European bio/pharma industry’s high regulatory standards and 
GMP requirements are set to position the region as a frontrunner 
for pharmaceutical‑grade manufacturing of cannabis‑based medicines.
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Whereas mature OTC markets, like 

the US, have an average age of 30, 

and although pain is still the largest 

sector, people are using cannabis for 

many more reasons like stress, anxiety, 

sleep, and much more. This [variance] 

is primarily because there are not 

enough clinical trials to prove efficacy 

for EU doctors to prescribe for other 

indications. For a more robust European 

medical market to expand, more studies 

and education for doctors is needed and 

that will come as the number of patients 

looking for relief expands in Europe.

Movement is happening
PTE: Are European pharma 

companies already participating in 

the cannabis market? 

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

Already in the past two years since 

the UN [United Nations] voted to 

classify cannabis as a medicine in 

December 2020, there have been 

major acquisitions by pharmaceutical 

companies: Jazz Pharmaceutical bought 

GW Pharmaceutical for US$6.7 billion 

(€6.2 billion) in early 2021 (7), which was 

followed up at the end of that year with 

Pfizer purchasing Arena Pharmaceutical 

also for US$6.7 billion (€6.2 billion) (8); 

Teva Pharmaceuticals entered the 

distribution of cannabis products (9); Dr. 

Reddy’s, an India based pharmaceutical 

company, bought German distributor 

Nimbus Health (10); and the large 

Netherlands API manufacturer DSM 

bought cannabis API manufacturer 

Brains Bioceutical (11). This [activity] is 

only the tip of the iceberg for pharma 

players, and nearly every company, 

whether API producers, clinical trial 

companies, herbal medicine  

producers, distributors, generics, or 

Big Pharma looking for complimentary 

therapies, are all looking to find their 

position [in the market]. 

Europe has an advantage because 

companies must follow more robust 

pharma EU-GMP regulations, while 

the US and Canada follow either 

novel foods GMP or even less robust 

restaurant quality regulations. To be 

global and to be attractive for pharma, 

the EU standards are a bullseye. And 

Europe is far ahead of the curve.

Country‑wide variation
PTE: Are there any differences between 

European countries in terms of interest/

investment into the cannabis market?

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

Each country has unique positions 

in Europe for cannabis. The largest 

consumer market, which benefits 

distributors of medical cannabis, is 

Germany. The main driver was the 

2017 German health reformation, 

which gave doctors the freedom to 

choose cannabis as a therapy for their 

patients (12). [In 2022], Switzerland 

followed the same path as Germany 

and doesn’t require doctors to get 

federal approval before prescribing 

cannabis. The UK requires doctors to 

have tried at least three other therapies 

before prescribing cannabis, which 

greatly hinders adoption. And even 

more restrictive are countries like 

Denmark and Ireland, which limit use to 

major ailments only, epilepsy, multiple 

sclerosis, and stage III cancer-related 

issues. Without pain and other less 

serious indications, cannabis cannot 

get widespread adoption as the pool of 

eligible patients is very limited. 

Other countries like Portugal have 

become the EU leader in cultivation 

and manufacturing cannabis flower and 

extracts. The Portuguese regulatory 

environment treats cannabis in line with 

Ph. Eur. on herbal APIs and extracts 

and allows for the market authorization 

of cannabis finished extracts. Couple 

that with a highly educated population 

and most reasonable wage structure 

for western Europe, Portugal will be 

the leader of cannabis exports for 

the foreseeable future with already 

21 licensed facilities and home to 

the biggest cannabis companies like 

Tilray. Small countries like Malta and 

Luxenberg have embraced the more 

social aspect of OTC adult use but it’s 

small and hasn’t really started.

PTE: Might certain countries be 

at risk of being left behind in the 

pharmaceutical cannabis market?

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

Many major European countries 

are addressing the issue of how to 

regulate cannabis use in their country. 

Spain was expected to come out 

with comprehensive regulation like 

Germany by Q4 2022 but has yet to 

do so. France has been running a pilot 

programme and is very eager to adopt 

rules once they see Germany and 

Spain movements for 2023. Greece, 

although initially being an early pioneer 

for producing cannabis, has opened 

their first facility recently and still has 

hopes to compete as a producer like 

Portugal, albeit they are far behind 

and [it] doesn’t look very promising 

given poor regulation adoption. 

Additionally, Greece is in transition from 

government-controlled distribution 

to pharma distribution. Italy has been 

actively changing the rules for bigger 

adoption and is also going away from 

government-controlled distribution 

and focusing to pharmaceutical 

standard distribution. 

As more and more countries adopt 

pharmaceutical standard manufacturing 

and distribution, and the sooner they 

allow for doctors to be educated and 

help their patient, the larger the EU 

cannabis markets gets. [The year]  

2023 will prove to be the most 

expansive and news-filled year for such 

developments as the largest countries 

pave the way for rules that smaller 

countries can adopt.

Big regulatory shift
PTE: What regulatory hurdles must 

pharma companies consider for the 

cannabis market?

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

There is a big shift right now from 

magistral preparation compounding 

at pharmacies to finished cannabis 

medicines with market authorization. 

Initially, cannabis products were treated 

as an API that pharmacies would then 

purchase and compound to give to 

patients. This was clearly a path pushed 

by pharmacists so they could charge a 

higher margin than finished products. 

It was also the quickest path for 

regulators to certify APIs that could get 

to patients quicker than the longer road 

of registered medicines. 

Since the advent of extracts and 

formulated products, the shift is 

towards these products because 

they are more cost effective for 
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the patients and they are produced 

and regulated at a much higher 

quality standard than pharmacy-

made products. That transition is 

occurring as countries like Portugal 

have adopted the standard EU herbal 

pharmacopoeia to manufacture 

extracts and allow for finished form 

dosages like gel caps, sprays, drops, 

and other pharmaceutical standard 

delivery devices. The consumer will 

benefit greatly because there are 

fixed increases that pharmacies and 

distributers can charge for medicines. 

Volumes will increase to offset any 

lost margin. But we aren’t there yet; 

countries like Germany and Italy, the 

two largest markets, are magistral. 

A global powerhouse
PTE: What should industry expect for 

the future?

Sassano (SOMAÍ Pharmaceuticals): 

Europe will no doubt be the second 

largest cannabis market in the world 

next to the US. But the high standards 

of pharma EU-GMP will make Europe 

the only global powerhouse far 

surpassing the US for pharmaceutical 

manufacturing. Standardization 

and a large population to serve 

will be a hotbed of pharmaceutical 

transactions over the next coming 

years and the future while countries 

[whose regulatory standards for 

cannabis-based products are akin to 

those for] novel foods like Canada and 

even lower restaurant standards for the 

US will not participate significantly in 

the global medical markets.
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ophthalmic topical therapies. They 

have unique functionalities that impact 

the mucoadhesive product profile and 

come in multiple grades so that profiles 

can be fine-tuned for the individual 

needs of different products, according 

to Rezak. “LLS Health has conducted 

studies (5) that show formulations 

containing its Carbopol polymers and 

Noveon polycarbophil excipients display 

significantly longer product retention 

at the target site than those containing 

alternative polymers,” she says.

Other delivery solutions
In addition to the use of excipients 

to improve bioadhesion, other 

innovative approaches to improving 

the performance of topical ophthalmic 

drugs are being investigated. 

Two primary approaches include 

decreasing the particle size to allow 

greater penetration through the 

mucous barrier in the eye and the use 

of hydrophilic coatings to increase 

API solubility and bioavailability, 

particularly for hydrophobic drug 

substances, according to Berdy.

Some specific examples include 

nanospheres, nanocapsules, 

nanomicelles, nanovesicles, 

dendrimers, in situ gels, and 

microneedles (2). In situ gels are 

applied as solutions but once in the 

eye form a gel in the target tissue 

in response to a specific stimulus 

(pH, temperature, or solvent 

change, ultraviolet irradiation, 

the presence of specific ions or 

molecules, etc.) The application 

of physical or electrical forces 

(iontophoresis and sonophoresis) to 

enhance API penetration are also 

under investigation. Extracellular 

vesicles, biological particles including 

exosomes, ectosomes, microvesicles, 

microparticles, oncosomes, and 

apoptotic bodies, are also being 

explored as delivery vehicles in topical 

ophthalmic drug formulations.

“Every major company in the 

ophthalmic drug sector is developing 

topical formulations aimed at a 

wide range of diseases from those 

more traditionally treated with 

drops to disorders of the posterior 

of the eye. They are exploring both 

novel compounds and new delivery 

technologies that will enable both 

greater efficacy and improved ease 

of use and comfort for patients,” 

Berdy concludes. 
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agencies to support the use of an HCP 

ELISA as early as investigational new 

drug application (IND) stage. Two-

dimensional (2-D) gels followed by 

Western blot analysis or immunoaffinity 

purification followed by 2-D gel analysis 

are often the choices for HCP antibody 

coverage evaluation. 

Two-dimensional gels separate 

proteins by size and charge, and those 

proteins are then transferred to a 

membrane that is incubated with HCP 

antibodies for Western blot detection 

(Figure 1a and 1b, courtesy of Xiaoqing 

Zhu, WuXi Biologics). The technical 

challenges here are the large size of the 

gel, which holds thousands of proteins, 

and the need of transferring those 

thousands of proteins to a membrane 

under one voltage and time condition, 

plus the alignment of each protein  

on the gel with the corresponding 

protein on the membrane, making it  

a task more suitable for experienced 

and well-equipped labs.  There are 

many experienced contract  

laboratories available to assist in this 

more complex analysis.

Coverage evaluation using 

immunoaffinity purification followed 

by 2-D gel analysis involves generation 

of HCP antibody conjugated resin 

and running 2-D gels for total HCPs 

and affinity-purified HCPs separately 

(Figure 1c and 1d, courtesy of 

Muchen Li, WuXi Biologics). Both the 

antibody conjugation step and the 

HCP purification step need multiple 

experiments for optimization, and 

often consume mg level of HCP 

antibodies. This analysis could take 

a long time and become quite costly. 

Outsourcing to an experienced lab 

might be a good option.

The total HCPs needed for coverage 

evaluation are usually produced in 

bioreactors using null cell lines (cells 

transfected with gene of interest [GOI] 

deleted plasmids) under conditions 

similar to product manufacturing. 

Because both plasmid transfection for 

null cell generation and cell growth in 

a bioreactor are typically available for 

most biological drug development labs, 

those activities could be conducted 

in-house instead of outsourcing.  

Biologics, especially protein drugs, are often produced in cultured 

cells. Those cultured cells, called host cells, synthesize the target 

proteins along with the proteins coded by the cell genome for the 

cells’ own survival, function, and reproduction. Purifying the target 

protein from the other host cell proteins (HCPs) is the main task for 

downstream processing of biologics manufacturing.

HCP removal is crucial, as HCPs are often immunogenic and can 

affect the potency and stability of biologics. Therefore, detection and 

quantification of residual HCPs are categorized as obligatory critical 

quality attributes in the biologics manufacturing process, and HCPs 

are strictly monitored throughout production to ensure safety and 

potency of the products. 

There are thousands of types of HCPs within one cell. For example, 

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, which are often used in biologics 

production, have more than 24,000 coded genes (1), making HCP 

detection a challenging technique, as both assay breadth (number of 

HCPs detected) and sensitivity are required. In this paper, the authors 

lay out some commonly accepted HCP analytical methods, the 

challenges of HCP assay, especially during late clinical stages (process 

characterization and validation stages), and provide recommendations 

on what can easily be accomplished in-house and when it may be 

better to outsource, due to time, cost, and expertise factors. 

ELISA and HCP antibody coverage evaluation 
The most common assay method for HCP detection is enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) which utilizes pre-raised HCP antibodies 

to detect HCPs in samples. As it utilizes enzymes to amplify the signal, 

ELISA is highly sensitive and can detect HCPs at a level of 1–3 ng/mL. 

ELISA is quality control friendly and is used as a product release assay 

for nearly all biological products.

The difficult part of HCP ELISA is the coverage assessment of HCP 

antibodies. HCP antibody coverage data are often requested by regulatory 

Zhiping Yao is an 

executive director at WuXi 

Biologics. Wesley Wang 
is vice-president at WuXi 

Biologics. Weichang 
Zhou is president at 

WuXi Biologics.

Current Trends in Host 
Cell Protein Detection for 
Biologics Manufacturing
In this paper, the authors lay out some commonly accepted HCP analytical 
methods, the challenges of HCP assay, and provide recommendations on what  
can easily be accomplished in-house and when it may be better to outsource.
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Outsourcing

Platform- and process-  
specific HCP ELISA
Several commercially available ELISA-

based kits are on the market for HCP 

detection.  These “off-the-shelf” 

kits are ideal for preclinical process 

development support, as most protein 

analytical labs have the requisite 

equipment and trained personnel to 

utilize these kits. The cost of using these 

kits can potentially be more affordable 

than outsourcing. 

However, as biologics development 

moves towards late stage (i.e. Phase 

III and beyond), it is a regulatory 

expectation that more thorough 

analytical characterization and assay 

qualification activities be applied to 

ensure process robustness and  

product quality. For HCP detection,  

the commercial HCP ELISA is expected 

to be replaced by either a platform HCP 

ELISA (developed from the use of the 

same CHO host cell line across multiple 

products) or process specific HCP ELISA 

(2). A concern from regulators, as well as 

empiracal observation from industry, is 

that the commercially available kits do 

not have breadth of antibody coverage 

of the HCPs that are produced by the 

specific production host cell line in use 

and therefore may miss the ability to 

detect certain low level HCPs that may 

co-purify with the product.  

To develop a platform- or process-

specific HCP assay, three key reagents 

are needed: HCP standards, anti-HCP 

antibodies, and enzyme conjugated 

HCP antibodies. The process (Figure 2) 

of making the key reagents can take 

a year or longer and requires animal 

facilities, specialized equipment, and 

expertise. To ensure this process goes 

smoothly, it is recommended that the 

activities of developing those specific 

HCP ELISA assays to be outsourced to 

the more experienced labs. 

Some companies achieve better 

assay performance of the platform- 

or process-specific HCP ELISAs. The 

coverage of HCP antibodies prepared 

A. B. C. D.

Figure 1. Host cell protein (HCP) antibody coverage illustration. 1a. Total HCPs on 2-dimentional gels; SYPRO 
Ruby stained; 1b. HCPs detected by HCP antibodies on membrane by Western Blot; 1c. Total HCPs on 
2-dimentional gel, Cy3 fluorescent dye labelled; 1d. Eluted HCPs from affinity resin on 2-dimentional gel, Cy5 
fluorescent dye labelled. 

Figure 2. Procedure of developing key reagents for platform or process specific host cell protein (HCP) 
enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA). 
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Figure 3. Dilution linearity comparison for commercial host cell protein (HCP) assay (left) versus platform HCP 
assay (right).
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Outsourcing

has become a viable option for many 

drug developers. The decision as to 

which activity to outsource depends on 

the internal resources and expertise, 

with considerations of instrument 

cost and time needed to complete the 

activities. It can be recommended to 

keep the routine activities in-house  

and outsource non-routine activities  

to external expert labs, as shown in 

Table I. This way, one can concentrate 

the limited resources on the key 

activities of biologics development  

and manufacturing and move the  

whole process forward more  

efficiently. It should also be evaluated if 

performing all activities with a  

single lab or company would be more 

efficient and cost effective.
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for a specific platform or process 

could be 20 percentage points higher 

(i.e., from 60% to 80%) than the 

coverage from a commercial generic 

HCP ELISA, and better sample dilution 

linearity could be observed because 

more specific antibodies are available 

for the HCPs to bind in the platform or 

process HCP ELISA than in commercial 

ELISA (Figure 3, courtesy of Xingli 

Gao, WuXi Biologics).

LC-MS: orthogonal  
method for HCP identification
HCP ELISA sometimes fails to detect 

certain HCPs due to limitations of 

antibody type and amount. Mass 

spectrometry-based HCP analysis 

could serve as an orthogonal method 

to help identify HCPs. To do this, 

samples containing HCPs are digested 

into peptides and analyzed by liquid 

chromatography–mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS), and the results are compared 

with the entire host cell proteome to 

identify the exact HCPs in the samples. 

Either hundreds of HCPs as in harvested 

cell culture fluid (HCCF) or a few HCPs 

from highly purified product samples 

could be identified (Figure 4, courtesy 

of Song Klapoetke, Wuxi Biologics). 

Proper purification operations could 

then be designed and protein specific 

analysis could be applied.

Mass spectrometry is a specialized 

technique. Though it is powerful to 

identify unknown proteins, the results 

are just semi-quantitative and the 

instruments are costly. One can build 

a proteomic LC-MS lab if needed often, 

otherwise outsourcing of HCP analysis 

by LC-MS could be considered.

Outsourcing: a viable choice 
for HCP-related activities
Even though HCP detection is a routine 

assay required for nearly all biologics 

manufacturing, the full scope of HCP-

related activities is not routine and 

requires expertise, time, and sometimes 

costly instruments to conduct all assay 

qualification activities. Thus, outsourcing 

Figure 4. Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analysis of host cell proteins (HCPs). Left: HCPs from 
harvested cell culture fluid, 533 identified, with distribution of pI and molecular weight positioned; Right: seven 
HCPs identified in the post-purification sample. Sizes of the spheres stand for relative abundance of those HCPs.

Table I. Factors to consider for outsourcing of host cell protein (HCP)-related activities.

Activity
Stage 

needed
Expertise 
needed

Equipment 
cost

Length 
of time

Recommendation 
for outsourcing

Commercial Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent 
Assay (ELISA)

Early 
and late ++ ++ + No

Antibody coverage evaluation Early 
and late ++++ +++ ++ Yes

Null cell line generation; Total HCP 
production

Early 
and late ++ ++ ++ No

Platform HCP ELISA development Early or 
late +++++ ++ +++++ Yes

Process-specific ELISA development Late +++++ ++ +++++ Yes

HCP identification by liquid chromatography 
mass spectrometry (LC-MS)

Early or 
late +++++ +++++ +++ Yes
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Q.How can an analytical method be validated?

A.When using an analytical method published in a 

pharmacopoeia, the method is considered validated and 

it just needs to be verified under actual conditions of use (1). 

However, when using analytical methods for routine testing 

that are not published in the pharmacopoeias, it is expected 

that the method would be validated. 

The United States Pharmacopeia defines validation of 

an analytical procedure as “the process by which it is 

established, by laboratory studies, that the performance 

characteristics of the procedure meet the requirements 

for the intended analytical applications” (2). The European 

Directorate for the Quality of Medicines and HealthCare 

(EDQM), which publishes the European Pharmacopoeia  

(Ph. Eur.), takes a similar approach stating, “This chapter 

defines the different analytical situations (categories)  

which might occur in an OMCL [official medicines  

control laboratories] and the corresponding validation 

characteristics which should be considered. Refer to 

the current version of the ICH [International Council for 

Harmonisation] guideline on ‘Validation of Analytical 

Procedures: Text and Methodology (Q2)’” (3).

The following examples of industry guidelines provide 

rationale and approach when validating analytical methods:

• The United States Pharmacopeia–National Formulary 

(USP–NF) general chapter <1225> Validation of 

Compendial Procedures (2)

• PA/PH/OMCL (13) 82 R5, Validation/Verification of 

Analytical Procedures revised in July 2020 (3)

• US Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) Analytical 

Procedures and Methods Validation for Drugs and 

Biologics, Guidance for Industry, July 2015 (4)

• ICH guideline Q2(R2) on validation of analytical 

procedures (currently under public consultation) 

published 31 March 2022 (5).

These documents are inter-connected because they 

reference each other and the approach they define is based 

on defining “Typical analytical performance characteristics 

that should be considered in the validation of the types of 

procedures …” (2). In USP General Chapter <1225>, some 

typical performance characteristics referred to are accuracy, 

precision, specificity, detection limit, quantitation limit, 

linearity, range, and robustness. These characteristics should 

all be considered when determining the validation approach 

for any analytical procedure.

USP <1225> aims at compendial procedures that include 

routine tests on raw materials and finished products. The FDA 

guidance covers new drug applications, abbreviated new drug 

applications, biologics license applications, and supplements 

to these applications. Definitions, data elements, and 

acceptance levels are well documented in these publications. 

Depending on the objectives of the method, data elements 

could vary. For example, USP <1225> defines four categories 

for consideration. For example, the chapter indicates that 

Category I–Assay, does not need to have detection limit, 

whereas Category II–Limit Tests, requires detection limit. 

The full data elements required for validation are detailed in 

Table 2 in USP <1225>. Similar instructions can be found in ICH 

guideline Q2(R2) table. The OMCL (3) document also provides 

reference tables that discusses the source of the method 

(i.e., Ph. Eur. method, validated method form a manufacturer, 

etc.) and the validation requirements needed to ensure it is an 

appropriate method for its intended use.

In summary, when performing analytical method validation, 

validation parameters and elements are determined based on the 

analytical test method and the intended analytical application. 
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Considerations for  
Method Validation
Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow for Regulatory Compliance 
Associates, and Shiri Hechter, senior lab operations manager for Nelson 
Laboratories, provide a simple approach to validating analytical methods.
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